Unleash the Power of Domino with the Essential Framework
For many years, Domino users have loved the platform for it’s security and robust capabilities.
The challenge is extending Domino’s security and functionalities into an intuitive and mobile
browser interface, allowing users to work more cohesively with modern organizational workflows.
The Essential Framework (EF) solution extends Domino, allowing developers to completely
customize their Notes/Domino environments using standards-based development. With EF, you
can rapidly create new web applications as well as bring existing applications to the web all while
maintaining the existing, desirable Notes security model. By securely extending Domino beyond
the Notes client, organizations can now significantly reduce their investment in client licenses.
ANALYZE

MODERNIZE

CREATE

Construct your migration
plan by analyzing your
applications to identify which
to migrate first, and the
estimated overall complexity.

Use a low-code methodology
to migrate existing Notes
applications and workflows
to the web while keeping
your existing Notes security
model intact.

Rapidly create new web
applications using EF’s
library of workflow patterns.
Standardize Domino development and begin utilizing
non-Domino developers.

Benefits of The Essential Framework
For the Organization:

For the Developers:

• Rapidly modernize Notes applications

• Work with what you know and love

• Keep existing Notes security model intact

• Unleash the power of the Domino platform

• Eliminate the need for client licenses

• Start with applications 90% complete

• Deliver an intuitive user-experience

• Leverage & enhance existing workflows

• Enable productivity anytime, anywhere

• Integrate with standard-based technologies

• Foster organizational collaboration

• Delegate tasks to junior developers

• Leverage non-Domino and junior developers

• Build with an iterative design process
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The Essential Framework Process

1

Data
• Get any data from any Notes database in XML or JSON without development
• Create sustainable, reusable and restful services allowing consumption of data
• Integrate Notes data into modern mixed development environments

2

Security
• Leverage and extend your existing Notes security model
• Allow each of your applications to have their own security requirements
• Directory, database and form level security function as normal

3

Reporting
• Zero restraints or restrictions - use YOUR data, YOUR way
• Integrate Notes data into industry best of breed solutions such as Excel, Oracle, SQL
• Pursue an iterative reporting process using built-in Excel and browser templates

4

Application Modernization
• Complete Control. Choose which components to use then further customize each one
• Concentrate on your solution at hand and let EF handle the underlying framework
• Rapidly snap together applications to reduce development time by up to 90%
About Us
RPR Wyatt, a Microsoft and IBM Advanced Business Partner, is known for “The Essential
Team for IT,” an award-winning portfolio of applications and services designed for Domino
administrators. For over eighteen years RPR Wyatt has created administration tools designed
to enhance organizational collaboration, improve user experience, empower administrators,
and lower operational IT costs. Essential Framework, our latest offering joins VitalSigns,
Essential Tools, Essential Agent Master, Hoozin and Spam Sentinel.
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